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consequent depth of the affected layer, or amount of interchange between free air and surface air, vary owing to velocity of flow, slope of surface, nature of covering, etc.
If the mass of a unit volume of this cooled air is -w grains more than that of an equal volume* of free air at the same level its contribution / to the total force producing, or tending to produce, drainage, or flow down the sides of the valley, is given by the equation
in which <j is the local acceleration of gravity and 0 the angle of slope* at the particular place along the valley wall where the sma.ll quantity of air under consideration happens to be. Sin// varies, of course, from a minimum at the bottom of the valley, where it is 0 if the valley hapjx'ns to be level, to a maximum where the sides are steepest-. The value of the other variable ir depends on the difference between the temperature of the cooled air in question and that of the free atmosphere at the same level. A steady state, always more or less closely approached, obviously would give
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in which A" is the coefficient of whatever opposition (friction, etc.), is encountered per unit volume due to the drainage velocity f' down the slope, and // a numerical exponent.
Since /r is proportional to ///', or difference in temperature between the surface air and free air at the same level, it. follows that if o7\ and therefore //', remains constant, that is, if the rate of temperature loss by the descending air through conduction to the surface is equal to the rate of its temperature gain over the free air of identical levels, owing to compression during descent, then
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where tit <lt is the rale of loss of heat by the mass /// of air to the surface at any given place, /v, the specific heat of air at constant pressure, .1 the adiabafic gradient, tlT </h I he actual vertical lemperature gradient in the free air at the given level, and I the velocity in meters per second of the How down the slope at the same level.
('learlv, {hen, I mu:-t increase with increase of dc/dL Also 1' must vary with (IT <///. but always be positive (down hill; so long as tlT/'dh is less than .1, which it nearly always is except near1 the surface under strong insolation. If the temperature gradient of tin* free air should be super-adiabatic o/7* '/// greater than ,1 / I would become negative, or the surface air1 would need to flow uphill to maintain ///'constant. Actually, however, the air would ilow down and not up the cooling surface. That is. if the free air were in Ihis unstable condition <//', as applied to any

